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Chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48 plays an oncogenic
role in the development of NNK-induced lung cancer

Jiazhen Zhou,1,3 Xinchao Guan,1,3 Enwu Xu,2 Jiaxin Zhou,1 Rui Xiong,1 and Qiaoyuan Yang1,4,*

SUMMARY

Chimeric RNAs have been used as biomarkers and therapeutic targets for multi-
ple types of cancers. However, less attention has been paid to their mechanism of
action in neoplasia. Here, we reported that high-expressed chimeric RNA RRM2-
C2orf48 was found in malignantly transformed BEAS-2B cells induced by
4-(methyl nitrosamine)-1-(3-pyridinyl)-1-butanone (NNK) in 74 lung cancer pa-
tients and several lung cancer cell lines. The expression level of RRM2-C2orf48
was significantly correlated with lymph node metastasis, distant metastasis, tu-
mor-lymph node-metastasis (TNM) stage, and smoking. Overexpressing RRM2-
C2orf48 promoted cell growth and accelerated the process of NNK-induced
lung cancer. RRM2-C2orf48 knockdown inhibited the growth of RRM2-C2orf48-
overexpressing BEAS-2B cells. Finally, we identifiedmiR-219a-2-3p as a potential
target of RRM2-C2orf48 in lung cancer. In summary, chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48
accelerated the process of NNK-induced lung cancer, and miR-219a-2-3p may be
involved in this process.

INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer-related deaths globally.1 It is the leading cause of cancer-

related deaths in men and the second most common cause of cancer-related deaths in women. The num-

ber of new lung cancer cases and deaths are increasing each year. According to the Global Cancer Obser-

vatory, the number of new lung cancer cases in 2020 was more than 2.2 million, which accounted for 11.4%

of all cancer cases, and the number of deaths due to lung cancer was more than 1.79 million, which ac-

counted for 18.0% of all cancer-related deaths.2 The number of new lung cancer cases and related deaths

have increased since 2018, in which 2.09 million new cases and 1.76 million deaths were reported.3

The risk factors for lung cancer are sex, age, socioeconomic status, race, and geography, but tobacco

smoking remains the predominant risk factor.4,5 There are more than 6,000 different chemicals in tobacco

smoke, including nicotine, aromatic amines, N-nitrosamines, aldehydes, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-

bons.6 One of the biggest concerns is the presence of nicotine as the nitrification of nicotine and alkaloids

produces a tobacco-specific nitrosamine, 4-(methyl nitrosamine)-1-(3-pyridinyl)-1-butanone (NNK), which

accounts for the largest proportion of tobacco-specific nitrosamines.7 In recent years, an increasing num-

ber of studies have focused on NNK. These studies have found that NNK has a variety of adverse effects on

the human body, including DNA damage, oxidative stress, and phosphorylation. Of the tobacco-related

carcinogens, NNK is the most potent risk factor for lung cancer progression and poor outcomes.8 It pro-

motes lung tumorigenesis9 and increases the invasive ability of lung cancer cells.10,11 NNK also affects

biodegradation and metabolism, and it binds with DNA and hemoglobin in animals, resulting in a high

level of carcinogenicity.12 Although NNK has been found to induce lung cancer through various mecha-

nisms, its oncogenic mechanisms have not been thoroughly elucidated.

Recent studies have identified chimeric RNAs as new potential biomarkers for lung cancer diagnosis and

prognosis. A chimeric RNA is an RNA molecule comprising two or more RNA sequences from different

loci that are not typically found in the same gene.13 Chimeric RNAs are new RNAmolecules, with or without

encoding ability, that often play important carcinogenic roles.14 Chimeric RNAs were first detected in the

1960s and are thought to be generated solely by the fusion of genes generated by chromosomal rearrange-

ments.15 For example, some chimeric RNAs are typically present in cancer tissue. These include BCR-ABL1

in chronic myeloid leukemia16 and KIF13B-RET and CD74-NRG1 in lung cancer.17,18 These canonical

chimeric RNAs are well characterized and known to be expressed in a cancer-specific pattern.13,19 Some
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chimeric RNAs have been used as targets of clinical therapy in cancer. For example, NTRK-fusion-positive

lipofibromatosis-like neural tumors have been successfully treated with an NTRK-fusion inhibitor and

EML4-ALK-fusion-positive lung cancer is treated with crizotinib.20,21

Chimeric RNAs have been found to be generated from trans-splicing and cis-splicing between adjacent

genes (cis-SAGe), without genomic aberrations.22 Recent studies have suggested that chimeric RNAs

generated by cis-SAGe play a potentially important role in normal biological functions in humans.23 There

have been few studies of cis-SAGe chimeric RNAs because only a small number of cis-spliced RNA chi-

meras have been experimentally confirmed in mammalian cells.24 Despite this, the recurrent cis-SAGe

chimeric RNAs that have been experimentally confirmed have been found to play important roles in cell

growth regulation and are potentially valuable as diagnostic and prognostic cancer biomarkers.25,26 For

example, two cis-SAGe chimeric RNAs, BCL2L2-PABPN1 and CHFR-GOLGA3, have been found to be ex-

pressed at higher levels in bladder cancer tissue compared to adjacent normal tissue. These two fusions are

mainly enriched in the cell nuclear fraction, suggesting a potential long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) role.27

Similarly, the cis-SAGe SLC45A3-ELK4 is highly expressed in prostate cancer, and its expression level cor-

relates with prostate cancer progression.28 SLC45A3-ELK4 functions as a lncRNA, controlling cell prolifer-

ation in prostate cancer through its transcript, as it does not generate a translated protein.29 Moreover,

D2HGDH-GAL3ST2 is more frequently seen in prostate cancer samples than in normal tissue samples.

Silencing this chimera results in a marked reduction in cell proliferation rate and cell motility.30 High levels

of RRM2-C2orf48 expression may be a useful predictor of metastatic potency in nasopharyngeal carcinoma

patients, which has potential implications for nasopharyngeal carcinoma diagnosis and therapy.31 Further-

more, RRM2-C2orf48 promotes the proliferation of colorectal cancer cells and has a different expression

pattern and function than its parental genes.32 Many previous studies have demonstrated that cis-SAGe

forms a new RNAmolecule that functions like anmRNA or an lncRNA and that these fusion RNAs are usually

highly expressed in cancer.33 However, there are no reported studies of the effect of smoking on these

chimeric RNAs.

In this study, we identified three chimeric RNAs, SLC35A3-HIAT1, RRM2-C2orf48, and CTBS-GNG5, using

RNA sequencing of BEAS-2B cells malignantly transformed by NNK treatment. Furthermore, we demon-

strated that RRM2-C2orf48 promoted cell growth and was related to the development of NNK-induced

lung cancer. This is the first study to demonstrate that the chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48 is involved in the

induction of lung cancer by the environmental carcinogen NNK.

RESULTS

Recurrent chimeric RNA identification in BEAS-2B cells malignantly transformed by NNK

treatment

To identify chimeric RNAs that may contribute to NNK-induced lung cancer, normal human bronchial

epithelial BEAS-2B cells that had been malignantly transformed by treatment with NNK (2B-NNK) and

normal BEAS-2B cells were subjected to RNA sequencing. To reduce the false-positive rate for chimeric

RNA identification, we used two chimeric RNA identification software tools, SOAPfuse and INTEGRATE,

to perform an integrated analysis. As shown in Figures 1A and 1B, SOAPfuse identified 407 chimeric

RNA candidates in BEAS-2B cells and 254 in 2B-NNK cells, while INTEGRATE identified 26 chimeric

RNA candidates in BEAS-2B cells and 24 in 2B-NNK cells. The chimeric RNAs were detected in at least

two samples, and those detected in both BEAS-2B and 2B-NNK cells were further investigated (Figure 1C).

Finally, three chimeric RNAs, SLC35A3-HIAT1, RRM2-C2orf48, and CTBS-GNG5, met the criteria. As shown

in Figure 1D, the upstream and downstream regions of each chimeric RNA were positioned on the same

chromosome, and the distance between the two genes was found to be less than 3 Mb, indicating that

these chimeric RNAs may have formed via cis-splicing. Previous studies have shown that RRM2-C2orf48,

SLC35A3-HIAT1, and CTBS-GNG5 form by cis-splicing.31,32,34 Moreover, a detailed analysis of the fusion

site of the chimeric RNAs showed that SLC35A3-HIAT1 comprised the sixth exon of the sense strand of

SLC35A3 and the second exon of the sense strand of HIAT1, RRM2-C2orf48 comprised the ninth exon of

Figure 1. Chimeric RNAs identification

(A and B) Total chimeric RNAs detected in BEAS-2B and 2B-NNK cells using (A) SOAPfuse and (B) INTEGRATE.

(C) An integrated analysis performed using SOAPfuse and INTEGRATE to achieve a higher repeated detection rate. Three chimeric RNAs were selected for

further study.

(D) The formation of chimeric RNAs.
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the sense strand of RRM2 and the second exon of the sense strand of C2orf48, andCTBS-GNG5 comprised

the sixth exon of the antisense strand of CTBS and the third exon of the antisense strand of GNG5.

Chimeric RNA validation in lung cancer cell lines and tissues

RT-PCR and Sanger sequencing were used to validate the chimeric RNAs. Primers annealing to the parental

genes and flanking the fusion junction site were designed. RRM2-C2orf48, SLC35A3-HIAT1, and CTBS-

GNG5 showed PCR products of the expected size, but SLC35A3-HIAT1 showed an additional nonspecific

product in the RT-PCR assay (Figure 2A). The PCR products were confirmed as the corresponding chimeric

RNAs by Sanger sequencing (Figure 2B). To examine the expression levels of these chimeric RNAs in lung

cancer, qRT-PCR was performed in four human lung cancer cell lines (2B-NNK, A549, H1299, and 95D) and a

normal human bronchial epithelial cell line (BEAS-2B). RRM2-C2orf48 showed higher expression levels in all

four lung cancer cell lines than in BEAS-2B cells. CTBS-GNG5 showed higher expression levels in 2B-NNK,

H1299, and 95D cell lines but a lower expression level in A549 cells than in BEAS-2B cells, whereas

SLC35A3-HIAT1 was expressed at a significantly higher level in A549 cells compared with BEAS-2B cells

(all p < 0.05, Figures 2C, 2D, and 2E). RRM2-C2orf48 was found to be most preferentially expressed in

lung cancer cell lines.

Thus, we used qRT-PCR to further examine whether RRM2-C2orf48 was expressed at high levels in lung

cancer patients. Unanimously, RRM2-C2orf48 expression was significantly upregulated in lung cancer tis-

sues from the 74 patients compared with its expression levels in corresponding noncancerous lung tissues

(p < 0.05, Figure 2F). Meanwhile, higher RRM2-C2orf48 expression levels were observed in patients with

lymph nodemetastasis (N stage, p < 0.05, Figure 2G), with distant metastasis (M stage, p < 0.05, Figure 2H),

with an advanced tumor-lymph node-metastasis (TNM) stage (p < 0.05, Figure 2I), and in those who smoked

(p < 0.05, Figure 2J) than in patients without N stage, without M stage, without advanced TNM stage, or

who did not smoke, respectively. Thus, an increased expression level of RRM2-C2orf48 was correlated

with N stage, M stage, advanced TNM stage, and smoking. However, no significant relationship was found

between RRM2-C2orf48 expression level and age, sex, lung cancer subtype, or the largest tumor dimension

(p > 0.05, Table 1).

RRM2-C2orf48 was upregulated, and the malignant transformation of BEAS-2B cells was

accelerated by NNK treatment

Based on the observations described above, the correlation between smoking and RRM2-C2orf48 required

further investigation. Therefore, we studied the effect of NNK, the main component and most potent

carcinogen in cigarette smoke, on the expression level of RRM2-C2orf48 in BEAS-2B cells. Moreover, col-

ony formation assays were performed to determine whether RRM2-C2orf48 overexpression accelerated

NNK-induced carcinogenesis.

A Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) proliferation assay was used to assess the effect of NNK on the viability of

BEAS-2B cells. A significant reduction in the viability of BEAS-2B cells was seen after 24 h of NNK treatment.

After 24 h of treatment with 50, 100, 200, and 400 mg/L NNK, cell viability was reduced by 15.87, 19.23,

26.68, and 52.40%, respectively, indicating a dose-response relationship between NNK and cell viability

(Figure 3A). Next, we examined the expression level of RRM2-C2orf48 in BEAS-2B cells by qRT-PCR after

0, 50, 100, and 200 mg/L NNK treatment. The 400 mg/L dose was not used as it markedly suppressed

cell proliferation. We found that RRM2-C2orf48 expression levels increased after NNK treatment, with

the 200 mg/L dose significantly inducing the upregulation of RRM2-C2orf48 expression (Figure 3B).

We then used soft agarose colony formation assays to examine the effect of RRM2-C2orf48 overexpression

on the NNK-induced malignant transformation of BEAS-2B cells. First, we constructed a stable

Figure 2. Validation of chimeric RNAs and their expression in lung cancer cells and RRM2-C2orf48 expression in lung cancer tissues with different

clinicopathological characteristics

(A) Representative agarose gel image of RT-PCR products of chimeric RNAs from lung cancer cell lines and the normal human bronchial epithelial cell line

BEAS-2B.

(B–E) Representative image of Sanger sequencing results of chimeric RNA RT-PCR products. The expression levels of chimeric RNAs, (C) SLC35A3-HIAT1, (D)

RRM2-C2orf48, and (E) CTBS-GNG5 in lung cancer cell lines.

(F–J) The expression level of RRM2-C2orf48 in 74 paired lung cancer tissues and noncancerous lung tissues. Nonparametric assessment of the correlation

between RRM2-C2orf48 expression level and (G) lymph node metastasis, (H) distant metastasis, (I) clinical stage, and (J) smoking in 74 patients with lung

cancer. Data are represented as meanG SEM from at least three independent experiments. Student’s t test was used for data analysis. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,

***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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RRM2-C2orf48-overexpressing model using BEAS-2B cells transfected with a lentivirus vector carrying the

RRM2-C2orf48 sequence (BEAS-2B-RC cells) and a negative control cell model using BEAS-2B cells trans-

fected with an empty lentivirus vector (BEAS-2B-V cells, Figure 3C). Western blotting and qRT-PCR analyses

confirmed the successful construction of BEAS-2B-RC cells and that the overexpression of RRM2-C2orf48

did not affect the expression of its parent genes, RRM2 and C2orf48 (Figures 3D–3G). Based on the CCK-8

assay results, we selected 100 mg/L as the dose for the multiple NNK exposure experiment due to its slight

suppression of the viability of BEAS-2B cells. We set the observation endpoint of the multiple NNK expo-

sure experiment at the time when a significant increase in colony formation rate was observed in the NNK

treatment groups. As expected, we observed a significant increase in colony formation rate in NNK-treated

BEAS-2B, BEAS-2B-V, and BEAS-2B-RC cells compared with the corresponding control cells (Figures 3H

and 3I). The tumor size of nude mice was measured every 3 days starting on the seventh day after injection;

we found that the tumor volume of the BEAS-2B-RC-NNK group was significantly bigger than that of the

BEAS-2B-NNK group (p < 0.05, Figure 3J). At the observation endpoint, the final NNK exposure doses

were 1.0, 1.2, and 1.2 mg for BEAS-2B-RC, BEAS-2B-V, and BEAS-2B cells, respectively (Figure 3K). These

results indicated that RRM2-C2orf48 overexpressionmay accelerate themalignant transformation of BEAS-

2B Cells.

Table 1. Nonparametric assessment of the correlations between clinicopathological factors and RRM2-C2orf48

expression levels in 74 patients with lung cancer

Clinical

Characteristic

Number

of patients

(n = 74)

RRM2-C2orf48

expression Mean G SD P-value

Age (years) 0.897

R60 38 5.47 G 3.43

<60 36 5.82 G 3.76

Gender 0.292

Male 48 5.95 G 3.75

Female 26 5.06 G 3.21

T stage 0.881

T1-2 4 6.59 G 5.48

T3-4 70 5.58 G 3.49

N stage <0.001

N0 44 4.42 G 3.04

N1-2 30 7.53 G 3.56

M stage <0.001

M0 64 4.91 G 2.76

M1 10 10.34 G 4.70

TNM stage <0.001

I–II 37 3.49 G 1.69

III–IV 37 7.79 G 3.67

Histological subtype 0.96

LUSC 29 5.52 G 2.84

LUAD 40 4.96 G 2.96

SCLC 4 13.13 G 6.33

LCLC 1 6.37 G 0

Largest tumor dimension (cm) 0.604

>3.0 38 5.75 G 3.48

%3.0 36 5.52 G 3.71

Smoking history 0.001

Smoker 32 7.00 G 3.70

Nonsmoker 42 4.60 G 3.14
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RRM2-C2orf48 overexpression promoted cell growth in BEAS-2B cells

CCK-8, plate colony formation, and flow cytometry assays were performed on stably overexpressing RRM2-

C2orf48 cells to investigate the function of RRM2-C2orf48. The results of CCK-8 assays showed that,

compared with BEAS-2B and BEAS-2B-V cells, BEAS-2B-RC cells had higher optical density values, indi-

cating that RRM2-C2orf48 overexpression promoted cell proliferation (p < 0.05, Figure 4A). As seen in

Figures 4B and 4C, colony formation efficiency was higher for BEAS-2B-RC cells (50.50%) than BEAS-2B

and BEAS-2B-V cells (33.66% and 34.33%, respectively). In addition, RRM2-C2orf48 overexpression

increased the colony formation rate (p < 0.05, Figures 4B and 4C). The percentage of apoptotic BEAS-2B

and BEAS-2B-V cells was higher than the percentage of apoptotic BEAS-2B-RC cells (p < 0.05, Figures 4D

and 4E). To investigate the mechanism whereby RRM2-C2orf48 affects the cell cycle, we analyzed the cell

cycle progression after cell cycle synchronization at the G0/G1 and S + G2/M phases. Our results demon-

strated that RRM2-C2orf48 overexpression promoted G0/G1 phase entry to the S + G2/M phase and in-

hibited S + G2/M exit into the G0/G1 phase (both p < 0.05, Figures 4F and 4G), which indicated that

RRM2-C2orf48 overexpression also promoted cell cycle progression.

RRM2-C2orf48 knockdown inhibited the growth of RRM2-C2orf48-overexpressing BEAS-2B

cells

To further determine whether the effect of NNK on cell proliferation was regulated by RRM2-C2orf48, we

designed a small interfering RNA (siRNA) targeting the fusion junction site (siRC), as previously

described.32 siRC effectively silenced the chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48 but did not affect its parent genes

RRM2 and C2orf48 (Figures 5B–5D and 6A–6C). In contrast to the CCK-8 assay results from the RRM2-

C2orf48 overexpression experiments, an siRNA targeting RRM2-C2orf48 suppressed the proliferation of

control BEAS-2B-RC cells and NNK-treated BEAS-2B cells (both p < 0.05, Figures 5E and 6D). Plate colony

formation assays showed that an siRNA taergeting RRM2-C2orf48 decreased the colony formation rate

when compared with the corresponding control cells (both p < 0.05, Figures 5F, 5G, 6E, and 6F). Further-

more, RRM2-C2orf48 knockdown markedly increased apoptosis (p < 0.05, Figures 5H, 5I, 6G, and 6H).

Meanwhile, RRM2-C2orf48 deficiency induced cell-cycle arrest in control BEAS-2B-RC cells and NNK-

treated BEAS-2B cells (p < 0.05, Figures 5J, 5K, 6I, and 6J). Collectively, these results suggest that

RRM2-C2orf48 regulates cell growth and may be involved in lung cancer development.

RRM2-C2orf48 regulated cell growth via miR-219a-2-3p

To explore the downstream mechanism of RRM2-C2orf48, transcriptome sequencing analysis was per-

formed for BEAS-2B-V and BEAS-2B-RC cells. Based on the cut-off criteria of a p value <0.05 and a fold

change >1.5, 49 upregulated microRNAs (miRNAs) and 77 downregulated miRNAs were detected

(Figure 7A).

First, the 10 miRNAs with the greatest fold change in expression level were validated by qRT-PCR. The qRT-

PCR results showed that miR-219a-2-3p levels significantly increased when RRM2-C2orf48 was

overexpressed via a lentivirus vector and its expression levels decreased after silencing RRM2-C2orf48

via siRNA (p < 0.05, Figures 7B and 7C). However, miR-9-3p and miR-323a-3p were not affected

(p > 0.05, Figure 7B), and the remaining miRNAs with low expression levels could not be detected.

Next, two databases (miRDB and TargetScan) were used for miR-219a-2-3p target gene prediction, and

the predicted target genes were used in gene ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Ge-

nomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment analysis.miR-219a-2-3p was found to have 362 predicted target genes

via the miRDB database and 198 predicted target genes via the TargetScan database. Thus, 484 predicted

target genes were used for the KEGG pathway and GO enrichment analyses (Figure 7D). The KEGG and

Figure 3. Correlation between NNK and RRM2-C2orf48

(A) CCK-8 proliferation assays were used to examine the viability of BEAS-2B cells after 24 h of NNK treatment.

(B) The chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48 was detected by qRT-PCR after treating BEAS-2B cells with NNK.

(C) Lentivirus vector model.

(D–G) Western blotting analysis. Quantification of the expression levels of (E) RRM2-C2orf48, (F) RRM2, and (G) C2orf48.

(H) Representative image of soft agarose colony formation assay of BEAS-2B, BEAS-2B-V, and BEAS-2B-RC after NNK treatment.

(I) Quantification of soft agarose colony formation results.

(J) NNK dose used in soft agarose colony formation assays.

(K) Tumor growth volume in the two groups over 28 days; tumor volume is expressed as mm3. Data are represented as mean G SEM from at least three

independent experiments. Student’s t test was used for data analysis. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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GOenrichment analyses showed that the oncogenic effects ofmiR-219a-2-3pmay, at least in part, bemedi-

ated by the regulation of the cancer-related pathways, p53 signaling pathway and proteoglycans in cancer

(Figure 7E), and the biological process, cell growth (Figure 7F). These results further suggest that RRM2-

C2orf48 may be involved in cell growth by regulating miR-219a-2-3p.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we identified potential chimeric RNAs by an RNA-sequencing analysis of BEAS-2B and 2B-

NNK cells. To reduce the false positive rate of chimeric RNA identification, both SOAPfuse and

INTEGRATE were used to identify chimeric RNAs. The advantage of SOAPfuse is that it has a higher

Figure 4. Effect of overexpressing RRM2-C2orf48 in BEAS-2B cells

(A) CCK-8 assay.

(B) Representive image of plate colony formation assay.

(C) Quantification of plate colony formation assay results.

(D) Representive image of apoptosis analysis via flow cytometry.

(E) Quantification of apoptosis.

(F) Representive image of cell cycle analysis via flow cytometry.

(G) Quantification of cell cycle analysis. Data are represented as mean G SEM from at least three independent experiments. One-way ANOVA followed by

Dunnett’s t test were used for data analysis. *p < 0.05, * *p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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detection efficiency and consumes fewer computing resources,35 whereas INTEGRATE has the advantage

of greater accuracy in fusion RNA identification.36

NNK is viewed as the main carcinogen in tobacco smoke as it induces lung cancer through various mech-

anisms, such as producing DNA adducts and inducing DNAmutations, DNAmethylation, and immunosup-

pression.37 Recently, chimeric RNAs were identified as novel lung cancer biomarkers, but their role in medi-

ating the effects of smoking has not been studied. We addressed the question of whether smoking

regulates chimeric RNAs and whether chimeric RNAs play a role in the process of smoking-induced lung

cancer.

Chimeric RNAs were discovered many years ago, but the majority of studies in the field have focused on

RNA chimeras produced from fusion genes and less attention has been given to those that are produced

from cis-SAGe.38 Furthermore, there is no customized software for specifically identifying cis-SAGe

chimeric RNAs or trans-spliced chimeric RNAs. Thus, we used a specific screening method based on the

characteristics of cis-SAGe chimeric RNAs and focused on chimeric RNAs derived from cis-SAGe to study

their role in smoking-induced lung cancer. We identified three chimeric RNAs, RRM2-C2orf48, CTBS-

GNG5, and SLC35A3-HIAT1, and confirmed them by RT-PCR and Sanger sequencing. RRM2-C2orf48

and CTBS-GNG5 were found to be produced from cis-SAGe. Although SLC35A3-HIAT1 could not be

experimentally validated, it had similar characteristics to cis-SAGe chimeric RNAs, indicating that the

screening method has great potential for identifying cis-SAGe chimeric RNAs.

High expression levels of RRM2-C2orf48 have been detected in nasopharyngeal carcinoma and colorectal

cancer cells.31,32 Consistently, RRM2-C2orf48 was found to be highly expressed in 2B-NNK cells and other

lung cancer cell lines, indicating that RRM2-C2orf48 is widely expressed in nasopharyngeal, colorectal, and

lung cancer cells. Moreover, our analysis demonstrated that RRM2-C2orf48 was enriched in lung cancer tis-

sues, whereas it was expressed at low levels in noncancerous lung tissue. Meanwhile, the RRM2-C2orf48

expression level was found to be associated with clinical staging, N staging, M staging, and smoking status,

based on a large subset of patients with lung cancer. Therefore, we confirmed the presence of RRM2-

C2orf48 in lung cancer cells and tissues. Moreover, based on the results presented above, we propose

that RRM2-C2orf48may be the critical functional molecule involved in smoking-induced lung cancer. How-

ever, the relationship between the tobacco-specific carcinogen NNK and RRM2-C2orf48 requires further

investigation.

It is widely known that tobacco smoking is one of the most important carcinogenic exposures, and

continuing smokers experience up to a 25% lifetime risk of developing a smoking-related cancer, particu-

larly lung cancer.39 We investigated whether the tobacco-specific carcinogen NNK regulated RRM2-

C2orf48 and the role of RRM2-C2orf48 in NNK-induced lung cancer. We observed that both acute and

chronic NNK exposure increased the expression level of RRM2-C2orf48, while overexpressing RRM2-

C2orf48may have accelerated the processes of the NNK-induced malignant transformation of the noncan-

cerous immortalized bronchial epithelial cell line BEAS-2B, potentially explaining the reason for the abnor-

mally high expression level of RRM2-C2orf48 in 2B-NNK cells compared with BEAS-2B cells. To the best of

our knowledge, our study is the first to report a link between smoking-induced lung cancer and chimeric

RNAs and sheds light on a novel function of chimeric RNAs in the etiology of lung cancer.

The most important characteristics of malignant tumors are uncontrolled cell proliferation and infinite tu-

mor growth.40 Previous studies have shown that NNK regulates numerous oncogenes to enhance cell pro-

liferation, migration, and invasion and thus induce lung cancer.41 Combined with our data, it is reasonable

Figure 5. Effect of silencing RRM2-C2orf48 in BEAS-2B cells overexpressing RRM2-C2orf48

(A–D) Western blotting analysis. Quantification of the expression levels of (B) RRM2-C2orf48, (C) RRM2, and (D) C2orf48.

(E) CCK-8 assay results.

(F) Representive image of plate colony formation assay.

(G) Quantification of plate colony formation assay.

(H) Representive image of apoptosis analysis via flow cytometry.

(I) Quantification of apoptosis.

(J) Representive image of cell cycle analysis via flow cytometry.

(K) Quantification of cell cycle analysis. Data are represented as mean G SEM from at least three independent experiments. One-way ANOVA followed by

Dunnett’s t test were used for data analysis. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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to speculate that NNK regulates the chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48 to induce lung cancer. cis-SAGe chimeric

RNAs with high expression levels in cancer usually play a role in cell growth. For example, silencing

D2HGDH-GAL3ST2 results in a marked decrease in cell growth,30 TSNAX-DISC1 promotes cell cycle pro-

gression,42 and DUS4L-BCAP29 regulates gastric cancer cell proliferation.43 RRM2-C2orf48 has been

shown to promote colorectal cancer cell growth and development, but it has not been studied in lung can-

cer. We show that overexpressing RRM2-C2orf48 enhanced BEAS-2B cell proliferation, whereas silencing

RRM2-C2orf48 resulted in the suppression of BEAS-2B-RC and 2B-NNK cell proliferation. These results

further suggest that RRM2-C2orf48 enhances cell proliferation and thus may further accelerate the devel-

opment of lung cancer.

Until now, themechanism responsible for the regulationof chimeric RNAs has remainedunknown, but it has usu-

ally been correlated with the regulatory mechanism of the parental genes because they are homologous se-

quences.33 However, we found that the expression level ofRRM2-C2orf48was not correlatedwith the expression

levels of RRM2 or C2orf48 when RRM2-C2orf48 was overexpressed or silenced. These findings suggest that

RRM2-C2orf48 has a unique regulatory pathway different from its parental genes RRM2 and C2orf48. Previous

studies have demonstrated that the products of chimeric RNAs may be regulated by noncoding RNAs such

as circRNAs andmiRNAs and that some chimeric RNAshave functions similar to lncRNAs.29,44,45 Therefore, there

may be a close relationship between noncoding RNAs and chimeric RNAs, but further investigation is required

to confirm this. In this study, we performed an RNA-sequencing analysis of normal bronchial epithelial BEAS-2B

cells with RRM2-C2orf48 overexpression. We found that miR-219a-2-3p was upregulated when RRM2-C2orf48

was overexpressed and was downregulated when RRM2-C2orf48 was silenced. In addition, miR-219a-2-3p

has been found to regulate the growth of pituitary adenoma cells and thyroid cancer cells.46,47 Bioinformatic

analysis was used to predict the target genes of miR-219a-2-3p, and they were found to be mainly enriched

in the ‘‘cell growth’’ pathway. Together, these results suggested that the RRM2-C2orf48/miR-219a-2-3p pathway

may play an important role in the regulation of cell growth.

Previous studies have found that there is a certain connection between chimeric RNA and noncoding RNA.

For example, circRNA can regulate the production of chimeric protein formed by the translation of chimeric

RNA to play the function of oncogene (Panni et al. 2020). FujunQin et al. found that chimeric RNA SLC45A3-

ELK4 regulates cell growth in tumor cells through its transcript rather than its translated protein,29 which

suggests that chimeric RNA may not only have the general properties of protein-coding genes but also

have functional properties similar to lncRNA; thus we speculate that fusion gene may affect miRNA.

According to the supposed, we preliminarily explored the relationship between chimeric RNA and miRNA

and found that miR-219a-2-3p was associated with cell growth pathways which may interact with RRM2-

C2orf48 that causes malignant transformation of cells together probably.

In summary, our results demonstrated that NNK induces lung cancer presumably through the chimeric

RNA, RRM2-C2orf48, which regulates cell growth. Moreover, miR-219a-2-3p may be a target of RRM2-

C2orf48 in this process. These results suggest that the chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48 may be a therapeutic

target for lung cancer.

Limitations of the study

Because researchers found that the chimeric RNA is also important for normal cell growth, our results only sug-

gested that RRM2-C2orf48 plays an oncogenic role in the process of NNK-induced lung cancer, which means it

may not be an oncogene in other carcinogenic process. In this study, we found that miR-219a-2-3p may be a

target of RRM2-C2orf48. However, we did not further demonstrate their relationship, whether direct or indirect.

Further study needs to prove the regulation mechanism of RRM2-C2orf48 to miR-219a-2-3p.

Figure 6. Effect of silencing RRM2-C2orf48 in 2B-NNK cells

(A–C) Quantification of the expression level of (A) RRM2-C2orf48, (B) RRM2, and (C) C2orf48.

(D) CCK-8 assay analysis.

(E) Representive image of plate colony formation assay.

(F) Quantification of plate colony formation assay.

(G) Representive image of apoptosis analysis via flow cytometry.

(H) Quantification of apoptosis.

(I) Representive image of cell cycle analysis via flow cytometry.

(J) Quantification of cell cycle analysis. Data are represented as mean G SEM from at least three independent experiments. One-way ANOVA followed by

Dunnett’s t test were used for data analysis. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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Figure 7. Regulatory effect of RRM2-C2orf48 on microRNAs

(A) Volcano plot of BEAS-2B-RC cells compared with BEAS-2B-V cells.

(B) Quantification of miRNA expression level in cells overexpressing RRM2-C2orf48.

(C) Quantification of miR-219a-2-3p expression level after silencing RRM2-C2orf48.

(D) The target genes of miR-219a-2-3p used for the KEGG pathway and GO enrichment analysis.

(E and F) KEGG pathway enrichment analysis and (F) GO enrichment analysis of predicted target genes ofmiR-219a-2-3p. Data are represented as mean G

SEM from at least three independent experiments. Student’s t test and one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s t test were used for data analysis. *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit monoclonal anti-flag antibody Abcam Cat#ab205606

Mouse monoclonal anti-b-actin antibody Abcam Cat#ab8226

goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody LI-COR RRID AB_2651127

goat anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody LI-COR RRID AB_2687825

Bacterial and virus strains

pMSCV-BamHI-hoI-RRM2-C2orf48-flag GenePharma Y644

Biological samples

Lung cancer patient’s lung cancer tissue General Hospital of Southern Theater

Command

N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

4-(methyl nitrosamine)-1-(3-pyridinyl)-1-

butanone (NNK)

Sigma-Aldrich Cat#78013

Critical commercial assays

SuperScript� IV One-Step RT-PCR System Invitrogen Cat#12594100

E.Z.N.A.� Gel Extraction Kit Omega Cat#D2501

GoScript� Reverse Transcription System Kit Promega Cat#A5000

Bulge-Loop miRNA qRT-PCR Starter Kit Ribobio Cat#C10211-1

Cell Counting Kit-8 Dojindo Laboratories Cat#341-08001

Annexin V-PE/7-AAD Apoptosis Detection Kit KeyGen Biotech Cat#KGA1018

Cell Cycle Detection Kit KeyGen Biotech Cat#KGA511

Deposited data

Raw and analysis data This paper GEO: GSE217991

Original western blot images This paper Mendeley Data, https://doi.org/10.17632/

dsbt8mt5sd.1

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human: 95D cells This paper N/A

Human: A549 cells ATCC Cat#bio-69092

Human: H1299 cells ATCC Cat#bio-73106

Human: BEAS-2B cells ATCC Cat#bio-68091

Human: BEAS-2B-NNK cells This paper N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mice: BALB/c nude mice Guangdong Medical laboratory animal center N/A

Oligonucleotides

Primer for SLC35A3-HIAT1 This paper N/A

Primer for RRM2-C2orf48 This paper N/A

Primer for CTBS-GNG5 This paper N/A

Primer for GAPDH This paper N/A

siRNA argeting sequence: RRM2-C2orf48 #1:

TTAGCAAGGTGCTGGGAGA

This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for reagent and resource may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the

lead contact, PhD. Qiaoyuan Yang (qiaoyuan_yang@gzhmu.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

Single-cell RNA-seq data have been deposited at GEO: GSE217991 and are publicly available as of the

date of publication. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table. Original western blot images

have been deposited at Mendeley data: https://doi.org/10.17632/dsbt8mt5sd.1 and are publicly available

as of the date of publication. The DOI is listed in the key resources table. Microscopy data reported in this

paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request. No original code was written for this analysis. Any

additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead con-

tact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The lung cancer cell lines 95D, A549, H1299 and the human bronchial epithelial cell line BEAS-2B were ob-

tained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA).

BEAS-2B cells were treated with NNK (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) at a concentration of 100 mg/

L. After 24 h of exposure, the culture medium was discarded, and the cells were washed twice with PBS

(PBS) and grown in fresh complete culture medium. When the cells were 80% confluent, the cells were

passaged. When the cells were 70% confluent, the above NNK exposure steps were repeated and the cells

were passaged to the sixth generation. The NNK-induced malignant transformation of the BEAS-2B cells

was detected using the soft-agar clone formation rates. And these cells were designated as 2B-NNK cells.

BEAS-2B and 2B-NNK cells were grown in bronchial epithelial basal medium (BEBM; Clonetics, Basel,

Switzerland) supplemented with SingleQuots (Clonetics). 95D and H1299 cells were grown in RPMI-1640

medium (HyClone, Logan, UT, USA) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,

MA, USA). A549 cells were grown in F-12K medium (HyClone) supplemented with 10% FBS. All cells were

incubated at 37�C in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

NNK treatment conditions

NNK (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to a concentration of 1 g/mL. For NNK

exposure experiments, BEAS-2B cells were cultured in 6-well plates to a final concentration of 0 (0.1%

DMSO), 50, 100, 200, or 400 mg/L NNK for 24 h. For the multiple NNK exposure experiments, cells were

cultured in 6-well plates in 100 mg/L NNK for 24 h every 4 days. The medium was changed or cells were

sub-cultured as necessary.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

SOAPfuse Jia et al.35 https://sourceforge.net/projects/soapfuse/

INTEGRATE Zhang et al.36 https://sourceforge.net/projects/integrate/

R script (version 4.1.1) Bell Laboratories https://www.r-project.org/

Prism software (version 8.0.2; GraphPad

Software Inc)

Dr. Harvey Motulsky https://www.graphpad.com/demos/
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Patients and tissue samples

Informed consent was obtained from all patients and institutional approval was granted by the Review

Board of the General Hospital of Southern Theater Command and the Guangzhou Medical University prior

to commencing this study. Lung cancer tissues with paired adjacent non-tumor tissues were obtained from

81 patients who had undergone surgical resection between August 2013 and June 2019 at the General Hos-

pital of Southern Theater Command. Patients were included if they had undergone initial radical resection

of lung cancer without adjuvant chemotherapy. All tissues samples were verified by pathological examina-

tion. Due to the lack of detected expression of the chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48 in some samples, data from

74 lung cancer patients were finally obtained. The clinicopathological characteristics of the 74 patients,

including sex, age, smoking history, daily smoking consumption, histology, tumor-lymph node-metastasis

(TNM) stage, tumor size, lymph node stage and distant metastasis status are summarized in Table 1. Pa-

tients were classified as a ‘‘smoker’’ (smoking every day for at least 6 months) if they had any of the following

statuses: current smoker; ever smoked but ceased smoking <3 years ago or second-hand smoker (patients

passively exposed to smoking every week) for at least 6 months. Otherwise, the patients were classified as

‘‘non-smokers’’.

RNA extraction and PCR assays

Total RNAwas extracted from cells using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) following theman-

ufacturer’s instructions. RNA concentration was determined using a Multiskan Spectrummicroplate reader

(BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). A PCR approach was used to verify the presence of the chimeric RNAs

SLC35A3-HIAT1, RRM2-C2orf48 and CTBS-GNG5 using the SuperScript� IV One-Step RT-PCR System (In-

vitrogen, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). PCR amplification was performed in a total volume

50 mL, consisting of 25 mL of 23 Platinum� SuperFi� RT-PCR Master Mix, 2.5 mL of each primer (10 mM),

0.5 mL of SuperScript� IV RT Mix, template RNA based on the RNA concentration and nuclease-free water.

The PCR cycling parameters were as follows: denaturation at 95�C for 2min and 40 cycles of denaturation at

95�C for 15 s, annealing at 60�C for 1 min and extension at 72�C for 1 min. The PCR primer sequences were

listed below:

SLC35A3-HIAT1 Sense 5ʹ-TGATGGAGAACTGGTATCAAAGAA-3ʹ.

Anti-sense 5ʹ-GCTGTCAATAGTCCCCAAGC-3ʹ.

RRM2-C2orf48 Sense 5ʹ-AGCTCATTGGGATGAATTGC-3ʹ.

Anti-sense 5ʹ-TTGGTCTCCATCTCCCTCAC-3ʹ.

CTBS-GNG5 Sense 5ʹ-TGGGATAAAGATCAGCGGGC-3ʹ.

Anti-sense 5ʹ-GACTTTCTGGGGTCTGAAGGG-3ʹ.

GAPDH Sense 5ʹ-ACAGTCAGCCGCATCTTCTT-3ʹ.

Anti-sense 5ʹ-GACTCCGACCTTCACCTTCC-3ʹ.

Gel electrophoresis

PCR products were separated by gel electrophoresis. Twenty microliters of each PCR product were electro-

phoresed at 100 V for 1 h through a 2% agarose gel in 13 Tris-borate- EDTA buffer. Ten microliters of a

50bp DNA marker ladder were included on both sides of each sample. After electrophoresis, the agarose

gels were visualized and photographed using a GelView 6000Pro instrument (Guangzhou Biolight Biotech-

nology Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China).

Purification of PCR products and Sanger sequencing

After electrophoresis, agarose gel segments containing the PCR products were harvested under UV light

and purified using the E.Z.N.A.� Gel Extraction Kit (Omega, Norcross, GA, USA). After purification and

extraction using an activated adsorption column, the PCR products were dissolved in sterile water and incu-

bated at 50�C. The concentration of the purified PCR products was determined using aMultiskan Spectrum
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microplate reader (BioTek). Qualified samples were sent for Sanger sequencing (Sangon Biotech, Guangz-

hou, China).

Reverse transcription and quantitative PCR assays

cDNA was prepared from total RNA by reverse transcription (RT) using a GoScript� Reverse Transcription

System Kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). RT was performed using the following steps: an initial denatur-

ation step at 70�C for 5 min, 4�C for 5 min, annealing at 25�C for 5 min, extension at 70�C for 1 h and holding

at 4�C. An Applied Biosystems� 7500 Fast Dx Real-Time PCR Instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific)

together with GoTaq qPCR Master Mix (Promega) were used for quantitative (q) PCR to measure gene

expression levels. qPCR was performed with the following cycling parameters: denaturation at 95�C for

2 min and 40 cycles of denaturation at 95�C for 15 s, annealing at 60�C for 1 min and extension at 72�C
for 1 min. We used GAPDH as an endogenous control. Relative gene expression levels were determined

using the 2�DDCt method.

miRNA qRT-PCR was performed using the Bulge-Loop miRNA qRT-PCR Starter Kit (Ribobio, Guangzhou,

China) following the manufacturer’s instructions. We used U6 as an endogenous control for miRNA

qRT-PCR. Relative miRNA expression levels were determined using the 2�DDCt method.

Cell viability assays

Cell proliferation was measured using Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8; Dojindo Laboratories, Kumamoto, JPN)

following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells were seeded into 96-well plates with approximately

2 000 cells in each well, and were then incubated for 0, 24, 48 or 72 h. After incubation, the cells were washed

with PBS (PBS), 10 mL of the CCK-8 reagent was added to each well and the cells were incubated for another

1 h at 37�C. The absorbance at 450 nm was then measured at various time points using a Multiskan Spec-

trum microplate reader (BioTek).

Lentivirus vector and transfection

The human RRM2-C2orf48 chimeric RNA was cloned into the pMSCV vector using BamHI (or BgII) and XhoI

restriction sites (GenePharma, Guangzhou, China). The 213 bp RRM2-C2orf48 sequence was as follows:

5ʹ-ATGGAGTTCCTCACTGAGGCCTTGCCTGTGAAGCTCATTGGGATGAATTGCAC.

TCTAATGAAGCAATACATTGAGTTTGTGGCAGACAGACTTATGCTGGAACTGGGTTTTAGCAAGGTGC

TGGGAGACCGTGAAGTGCAAAGCAGATGGAGTCCAGGCCCTCGGGGAGACAGCACGCCAGTGAGG

GAGATGGAGACCAATCACCCACCCAGTGTGTGA-3ʹ.

BEAS-2B cell lines were infected with a lentivirus vector containing the human chimeric RNA RRM2-C2orf48

to form stably transfected cell lines. The empty vector was used as a negative control. The cells were

selected and maintained in puromycin (4 mg/mL).

Western blotting

Total proteins were extracted from the cells using radioimmunoprecipitation buffer (Beyotime, Jiangsu,

China) on ice for 30 min. The cells were then centrifuged at 4�C for 20 min at 14,000 rpm. Protein concen-

trations were measured using a bicinchoninic acid protein assay kit (Beyotime). Total proteins were sepa-

rated using sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, transferred to polyvinylidene fluo-

ride membranes (Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA), blocked with buffer supplemented with 5% non-fat milk

and 0.1% Tween 20 and then incubated with a primary anti-flag antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) over-

night at 4�C. An anti-b-actin antibody (Abcam) was used as a protein loading control. The membranes

were then incubated with the secondary antibodies IRDye� 800CW goat anti-rabbit IgG and IRDye�
800CW goat anti-mouse IgG (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA) for 1 h at room temperature in the dark. After

the membranes were washed in Tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween 20, the labeled protein bands

were visualized using an LI-COR Odyssey Infrared Imaging System.

RNAi

A small interfering RNA (siRNA) was used to knock down RRM2-C2orf48. The double-stranded custom

siRNA molecule was synthesized by Ribobio. Cells were seeded in 6-well plates and siRNA transfection
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was performed once the cells reached 50-60% confluency. siRNA transfection was performed using Lip-

ofectamine� 2000 Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Total

RNA was extracted after 48 h of transfection and the efficiency of siRNA-based interference was deter-

mined by qRT-PCR and western blotting. The siRNA target sequences were as follows:

RRM2-C2orf48 5ʹ-TTAGCAAGGTGCTGGGAGA-3ʹ.

Negative control siRNA 5ʹ-CGTACGCGGAATACTTCGA-3ʹ.

Plate colony formation assay

Cells were harvested, seeded in 6-well plates at 100 cells per well and maintained in BEBM medium con-

taining 5% FBS (replaced every 3 days). Fourteen days later, the cells were fixed with paraformaldehyde and

stained with crystal violet. Finally, the number of stained colonies was counted. Colony formation efficiency

was determined using the following formula: colony formation efficiency (%) = (number of clones/number

of inoculated cells) 3 100%.

Soft agarose colony formation assay

Each well of the six-well plates was pre-coated with 1.5 mL of 0.6% agar in complete medium containing 5%

FBS. The cells were harvested, suspended in 0.35% agar in complete medium containing 5% FBS and then

plated in triplicate on the pretreated 6-well plate (1.5 mL of mediumwith 5 000 cells per well). The cells were

then incubated at 37�C in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 for 4 weeks. The resulting colonies

were photographed and colonies larger than 0.05 mm were counted.

Tumor Xenograft assay

BEAS-2B and BEAS-2B-RC cells treated withmultiple exposure of NNK at a concentration of 100 mg/L were

harvested for tumorigenesis experiments in nude mice. Then 2 500 000 cells were suspended in 150 mL of a

1:1 mixture of Matrigel� Basement Membrane Matrix High Concentration (Corning, NY, U.S.) and com-

plete medium to form a suspension. Twelve healthy BALB/c nude mice (6 males and 6 females) were ob-

tained from Guangdong Medical Laboratory Animal Center (Guangzhou, China) which randomly divided

into two groups (n = 6 per group; 3 males and 3 females). The suspension was injected into the right lower

groin of each nude mouse. The tumor volume in the left groin was continuously observed and measured

from the seventh day after injection of the mixture until the 28th day after injection. The increase in tumor

volume was assessed by measuring the tumor volume with the formula: volume (mm3) = (D2 3 d) 3 0.52,

where D and d were the longest and shortest tumor diameters in the nude mice respectively.

Flow cytometric analysis

Apoptosis was assessed using the Annexin V-PE/7-AAD Apoptosis Detection Kit (KeyGen Biotech, Nanj-

ing, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells that had been harvested with trypsin,

without EDTA, were washed twice with cold PBS and then resuspended in Binding Buffer. Fifty microliters

of the cell suspension (100,000 cells) was then transferred to a flow cytometry tube, and 5 mL of

7-aminoactinomycin was added. After incubation for 5-15 min in the dark, 450 mL of Binding Buffer and

1 mL of annexin V-phycoerythrin were added to each tube. After incubation for 5-15 min in the dark, flow

cytometric analysis was performed using a CytoFLEX Cytometer (Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA, USA).

Each phase of the cell cycle was analyzed by flow cytometry using a Cell Cycle Detection Kit (KeyGen

Biotech). Briefly, cells were collected and fixed with 75% ethanol overnight at 4�C. The cells were then

washed in PBS and stained with propidium iodide/RNase staining buffer for 30-60min at room temperature

in the dark. Flow cytometric analysis was performed using a CytoFLEX Cytometer (Beckman-Coulter).

Pathway enrichment analysis

Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analyses were

performed using R software (version 4.1.1). The package ‘‘org.Hs.eg.db’’ was used to identify trans genes

and the package ‘‘clusterprofiler’’ was used to perform enrichment analysis using the GO and KEGG data-

bases. Statistical significance was considered as p < 0.05.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were performed using Prism software (GraphPad Prism software version 8.0.2). Differ-

ences between groups were analyzed by Student’s t test or one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s t

test. The results of quantitative data in histograms, line charts and individual data points were presented

as mean G SEM Statistical significance was considered as p < 0.05. The meaning of asterisks number were

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.

Ethics approval

All patients’ informed consents were obtained before this study and the experimental protocol was

approved by the Ethics Committee for Human Experiments of the General Hospital of Southern Theater

Command and Guangzhou medical university (Permit protocol: 2017-532-18).
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